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PROVING TERMINATION PROPERTIES OF PROLOG 
PROGRAMS: A SEMANTIC APPROACH* 
MARIANNE BAUDINET 
D In this paper, we define a framework in which the termination of Prolog 
programs can be proved. This framework relies on a semantics of Prolog 
that takes Prolog’s control into account. A major asset of the method is 
that it makes the proof of termination (and other) properties of Prolog 
programs possible within a classical first-order logic setting. a 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Prolog is logic programming with a specific control strategy: leftmost-depthfirst. 
The declarative semantics of logic programming, as described in [3, 391, does not 
take into account this specific control strategy. It can at most guarantee that if a 
goal is refutable, then its Prolog SLD-tree must have at least one finite and 
successful path. From a practical point of view, the existence of a solution in the 
SLD-tree is of little interest if the program loops before ever finding it. Reasoning 
about the termination of Prolog programs therefore requires a formalism that 
takes into account the control of Prolog’s execution mechanism. This is even more 
so when the programs contain extralogical features such as the cut. 
These considerations have led to the development of various techniques for 
dealing with termination properties of Prolog programs. Different termination 
properties can be of interest. For example, one may require that for a program and 
a goal, all the computations be finite. This is the case if the computation fails 
finitely or produces a finite number of answer substitutions before failing finitely. 
This property is referred to as universal termination. Universal termination depends 
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only on the shape of the SLD-tree and not on the strategy used to explore it. One 
may only be interested in finding out whether a goal is refutable or not, and hence 
one answer suffices. This property requires that the computation either fail finitely 
or generate at least one answer substitution in a finite amount of time. It is 
referred to as existential termination. It depends both on the shape of the SLD-tree 
and on the search strategy. Some computations yield infinitely many solutions, and 
this may also be a property of interest. 
In the context of logic programming (without control constraints), Clark and 
Tarnlund showed in [14] that it is possible to reason about declarative properties of 
logic programs in first-order logic. In particular, their paper illustrates how one 
can, with appropriate axiomatizations and induction tools, prove control-indepen- 
dent properties of logic programs, such as partial correctness, or logical implication 
of an atom from a program, that is, existential termination of a logic program. In 
his book [21], Hogger considers the possibility of trying to prove properties about 
the termination behavior of logic programs. He illustrates an informal way of 
reasoning about universal termination but does not give a general method. But 
both [14] and [21] only deal with logic programming without control constraints. 
Another approach, presented in [41], consists of trying to characterize the goals 
for which a program will terminate. There, Vasak and Potter give a recursive 
characterization of the set of atomic goals such that a logic program universally 
terminates for that goal and for all its instances under selected computation rules. 
However, in the presence of extralogical features, there are universally terminating 
goals that have nonterminating instances, so in such cases, the method cannot be 
complete. Moreover, as the notion of universal termination depends only on the 
selection function, the method does not need to take the search strategy into 
account and, therefore, there is no hope of extending it to programs with control 
features such as the Prolog cut. 
In this paper, we present a first-order proof system for the verification of any 
kind of termination property of Prolog programs. We view a Prolog program as a 
function mapping each goal to the sequence of answer substitutions that can be 
generated when the program is queried with that goal. Such a sequence is finite if 
only a finite number of answers can be generated; its last element is a special 
marker I (bottom) if, after a finite number of answers are produced, the 
execution loops, that is, diverges; it is infinite if an infinite number of answers can 
be produced; and it is empty in the case of finite failure. The method consists in 
first associating with the program a system of functional equations whose least 
solution is the meaning of the program in the domain of answer sequences. 
Termination properties as well as partial correctness properties are then proved by 
reasoning with the program equations and using structural induction or a fipoint 
theorem (Park’s lixpoint theorem [341X The method applies to pure Prolog pro- 
grams without restriction and can also handle extralogical features such as the cut. 
Moreover, it is not limited to one kind of termination behavior. It can even be used 
to prove the nontermination of a program. Interestingly, the termination proofs 
can be completely carried out within a first-order framework. The formal proof 
system is obtained by adding the program equations as axioms to a suitable 
first-order theory. This is possible because of the way the semantic equations are 
provided and the fact that one guarantees minimization by a first-order minimiza- 
tion schema. As a result, the method as such can be directly automated by taking 
advantage of known automatic theorem-proving techniques for first-order theories. 
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Termination proofs for Prolog programs could thus be carried out with existing 
tools such as e.g., Boyer and Moore’s theorem prover [6, 71 or the proof checker 
EKL [24, 251. 
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the semantic equations 
for pure Prolog, and Section 3 extends them to deal with the Prolog cut. In Section 
4, we show how to solve these equations, and we prove the correctness of the 
semantics for pure Prolog. Section 5 describes the framework in which program 
properties can be proved and illustrates the method. The last section concludes and 
discusses related work. 
2. ASSOCIATING FUNCTIONAL EQUATIONS WITH PURE 
PROLOG PROGRAMS 
In the semantics of Prolog that we develop in this paper, we assume that Prolog 
uses a correct unification algorithm, that is, including the occur-check. If t, and t, 
are unifiable terms, we let mgu(tl, t2) denote their most-general (idempotent) 
unifier as computed by an algorithm such as the one described in 1281 or 1291; 
otherwise, mgu(tl, t,) has a special value Fail. This assumption is not very restric- 
tive. Indeed, one could equally well define mgu(t,, tz) to be the result of applying to 
t, and t, a unification algorithm without occur-check, as long as this unification 
algorithm always terminates. 
2.1. Semantic Domain 
We view a Prolog predicate as a function mapping goals to sequences of answer 
substitutions. For definitions concerning substitutions and unification, we refer the 
reader to [28, 29,371. We informally represent a substitution 8 (0 E Subst) by a set 
of replacement pairs, denoted {X, +- t,, . . . , X, + tk), where each Xi is a variable 
(Xi E Var), each ti is a term (ti f Term), Xi Z ti and Xi # Xj when i Zj. The set of 
variables {X, , . . . , X,} is the domain of 8, denoted dam(8). The application of a 
substitution 0 to a term t is denoted t0. Applying a substitution 19 to an atom p(i) 
is equivalent o applying it to the tuple i, that is, to every term in 5; and applying a 
substitution to a list of atoms is equivalent to applying it to each atom. 
We define the set Sseq of Substitution sequences, also called answer sequences, 
as the union of the following three sets: 
l Sub&: the finite sequences of substitutions, e.g., ( 8,, . . . , 0, >; 
l Subst* x {I): the finite sequences of substitutions with last element _L , e.g., 
03 ,,...,e,, 1 >; 
l Subst? the infinite sequences of substitutions, e.g., ( 8,, 02, . . . >. 
We use S,S,,S, ,..., to denote elements of Sseq, and. f3,$, I,!J,. . , to denote 
elements of Subst. 
An answer sequence is said to be proper if it does not contain I , that is, if it is 
a member of (Subst* U Subst “1. It is improper otherwise. The longest proper 
subsequence of an improper sequence is obtained using the function propsub 
defined by 
if S = ( 8, , . . . , On, I >, then propsub( S) = (fI,, . . . , 0,). 
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The function map applies a function f: Subst + Subst to every proper element of 
an answer sequence. For instance, map( f, ( 8,, . . . , On, I )I = ( f(O, I,. . . , f(O,), I >. 
The composition of substitutions 8 and $, denoted 0 0 4, is such that for any 
term t, we have t(O 0 $) = (tO)$. When the second operand of 0 is a sequence S 
rather than a substitution, 8 0 S denotes the sequence resulting from the composi- 
tion of 8 with every element of S. This mapped composition operator can be 
defined as follows, using lambda notation. 
Definition 2.1. (mapped composition). 0 0 S = map(A4.0 0 4, S). 
If D is a set of variables c Var, the restriction of 0 to D, denoted 7~~(0), is 
obtained by restricting the domain of 8 to the variables in D, that is, VX E D: 
XT,(B) =X8 and VXE Var\D: XTTJO) =X. For example, T~~,~,~)({X+-- a,Y+ 
Z)) = {X + a). The operator II, restricts every substitution in a sequence to the 
variables in D. 
Definition 2.2. (mapped restriction). n,(S) = map(h+.rrD(4), S), where D c Var. 
2.2. In tuition 
Our method for proving program properties relies on functional equations that 
characterize the meaning of the programs. Given a program P defining a k-ary 
predicate p, we use the following notation. 
l [Tp] denotes the meaning of predicate p, that is, the function associated with 
p that maps goals (k-tuples of terms) to answer sequences. If 5 is a k-tuple 
of terms, [TpJ<i> is the sequence of the substitutions generated when the 
program P is queried with the atomic goal ?-p(i). The domain of each 
substitution in [p](i) is a subset of uset(S), where uset(i) is defined to be 
the set of variables occurring in 7. 
l mp,<i,> ,..., p,(i,>m denotes the sequence of answer substitutions gener- 
ated when the program P is queried with the compound goal ?- 
p,(i,), . . . , p,(i,). 
We will show how to associate functional equations with any pure Prolog 
program in such a way that the least solution of these equations denotes the 
meaning of the program. Before giving the general form of the equations, we 
describe them informally. 
The program equations use two main operators, u (append) and W (join). The 
append operation models the concatenation of clauses in a program. In other 
words, it allows us to give the meaning of several clauses in terms of the meaning 
of each clause, by “merging” the contribution of each one as illustrated below. 
Example 2.1. Let us consider the following program: 
p(a, b). 
p(b,c). 
4(a). 
4X):-q(X). 
q(b). 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
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GOAL. G,: ? -p(U,L’). G, unifies with the two clauses defining p (1,2) and 
therefore, they both contribute to the answer sequence for G,. These clauses are 
facts. So the contribution of each one of them is simply the answer substitution 
obtained from their unification with the goal. Hence, the equation characterizing 
the answer sequence for G, is 
[TPil (U, V) = <{U *a,V+b}) Ll ({U+b,V+c}) 
= ((Uca,I/cb),{Ucb,I/tc}), 
where u appends its right operand to its left operand if this left operand is finite 
and proper; if it is not, the result is simply the left operand. 
GOAL. G,: ? - q(a). The answer sequence for G, is the concatenation of the 
contribution of the clauses for q (3, 4, 5). Clause (3);s a fact whose unification with 
goal G, yields the empty substitution; (4) yields a recursive call [q](a); and (51 
does not unify with G,, so its contribution is the empty sequence, 0. Therefore, 
the answer sequence corresponding to G, is given by the equation: 
Eqnta) = (11) uKqn(a) u 0 = (11) minw. 
Notice that the infinite sequence (I), I}, . . . ) is a solution of this equation. It is the 
least solution in the partial order on Sseq that we define later. In the case of a goal 
such as ? - q(b), which does not unify with clause (3), the equation would be 
bin(b) =ouhn(b) w)=rrqn(b) U<I}L 
whose least solution is the least element in the partial order on Sseq, namely (I). 
This illustrates the fact mentioned above that if S, is either infinite or not proper, 
then S, uS2=S,. 0 
The join operation illustrated below models the concatenation of atomic sub- 
goals in a goal or in the body of a clause. It is the operation that gives the meaning 
of a compound goal by combining the contributions of the atomic subgoals. 
Example 2.1. (continued). Let us now consider the goal G,: ?-p(lJ, VI, q(U). The 
equation for this goal uses the w -operator to combine the meaning of the two 
subgoals. This operator takes a left operand that is an answer sequence, namely in 
this case, [Tpw, VI = ( c#J,, $z >, with 4, = IV +u,V+-6) and &={U+b,V+c) 
as shown above, and a right operand that is a function A+.Kq](U+) mapping 
substitutions into answer sequences. The sequence 
is obtained by composing each substitution 4, in [rp](U, V> with the substitutions 
in [rqjj(U$,), and appending the results. In other words, one evaluates [rqJ<U&> for 
each 4i> computes (4; 0 [rqJ(@bj)), and takes the “union” of all these, that is, 
Notice that one uses the substitutions in [rq]<L&> rather than those in [q](U) as 
when p(U, V) succeeds for a substitution 4,, Prolog applies +i to the remaining 
subgoal before evaluating it. Let us develop the equation providing the meaning of 
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goal G,. Let 4, = {U + a, V +b) and &={U+b,V+c}. 
luP(U,V),4(U)Jn =iIpD(UJ) wW.(rqD(W) 
This coincides with what Prolog produces. Indeed, the Prolog computation starts 
with the evaluation of the leftmost atom in the goal, namely p(U,V). When 
p(U, V) succeeds for the first time with substitution r#+, the computation goes on 
with the evaluation of the remaining subgoal to which & has been applied, that is, 
q(a). The subgoal q(a) succeeds infinitely many times with the empty substitu- 
tion, so CC& 00) is produced infinitely many times, and the computation never has 
the chance to explore other successes of p(U,V), as it would if q(a) eventually 
failed. 0 
2.3. Main Operators 
Definition 2.3. (append). S, LI S, is the sequence obtained by concatenating S, in 
front of S, if S, is finite and proper; it is just S, if S, is either infinite or 
improper. 
Notice that LI is an associative operator. Given a number of answer sequences 
S t, . . . , S,, we shall also denote by urn=, Si the sequence (S, u --- U-S,,, 1, and if 
there is an infinite number of answer sequences S,, S,, . . . , we shall also denote by 
ui,, Si the sequence (S, u S, U a-- 1. 
The W -operator takes a sequence S as left operand and a function f: Subst + 
Sseq as right operand. 
Definition 2.4. (join). 
(4 I,...,&) Wf= (+f(~l)) u -*- u (~A+%%,>) 
(4 1,...,~~,I>wf=(~1of(~l))u...u(~~o~f(~~,))u(l) 
hP,,~2Y” > Wf= (~PfWl)) u (4, Of(W) u --* 
In the particular case where the first operand of M is the empty sequence, the 
result is also the empty sequence. The following distributivity property follows 
directly from the above two definitions. 
hpeq 2.1. w in rightdistributive over U , i.e., (S, u S,) w f = (S, w f) u 
(S, Wf ). 
2.4. Program Equations 
Since a Prolog program may contain mutually recursive clauses defining several 
predicates p , , . . . , pn, we have to associate with it a system of equations of the form 
IL-Pm) =~(lIPJl,...,lIPJ)w, 
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for 1 I i I n, whose least solution denotes the meaning of the program. In order to 
simplify the presentation, we give the method for a general predicate p assumed to 
be defined only in terms of itself and of other predicates that are independent of it 
(and therefore, whose equations can be written and solved independently, as is 
often the case in practice). In this case, the program equation is of the form 
lrPll(~) =flpll(i). 
The extension to mutually recursive predicates is straightforward, and all the 
results presented below hold in that case. 
Let P be a program with clauses C,, . . . ,C,, and let p be a k-ary predicate 
defined in P. The answer sequence produced when P is queried with goal ?-p(i) 
is given by 
bin =.9xpw) u ... us;bnw, 
where z[p](i) is the contribution of clause Ci, for 1 < i I 1. Each program clause 
Ci is of the form 
Ai :- Bi, 
where Ai is an atom and Bi is a list of atoms which is empty if C; is a fact. The 
contribution K[rp4(5) of clause Ci is given by 
@@( 2) = (if ( 8 = Fail) then 0 else II,,__& 8 0 1 BiB m )) 
with 8 = n&p(i), AJ. 
The meaning of a compound goal of the form 
?-P,(~,),...9Pm(c?J, 
that is, the sequence of answers generated when the program is queried with that 
goal, denoted [p,(i,) ,..., p,(i, 11 , is given as follows. We denote by nil an empty 
list of atoms. 
Ulnilm = <{}) 
rnP,(Q>..., P,(L)~ =~(~PJI(~,)~ ~~.mp,(i,~),...,p,(i,~)m) 
where m 2 1 and D = vset(i 1,. . . , i,) denotes the set of free variables occurring in 
the goal ?-pJS,), . . . , p,(i,>. 
Notice that for a program clause Ci that is a fact, and hence whose body is 
empty, we have 
9Jrp](i) = (if (O=Fail) then 0 else IIvse,&(0))) 
where 8 = mgu(p(i), AJ. Also, observe that 
mP(s) m =bnw 
(we used this property in Example 2.1). 
Up to this point, we have ignored the fact that program clauses have to be 
renamed before being used in a resolution step. We handle this next. 
2.5. Free- Variable Renaming 
Every time a clause is resolved against a goal in an SLD-derivation step, the clause 
is renamed with new variables, that is, variables that have not appeared yet in the 
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derivation. To deal formally with this renaming of program clauses, the set of 
variables, I/ar, is considered to be the union of the disjoint sets Yl’l, V[‘], Vt2], . . . , 
such that for each r 2 0, there is a bijection pK: Vt”l + V[‘l, referred to as a 
renamingfunction ( p. is the identity function). A renaming function is a particular 
kind of substitution that replaces variables by variables. We will treat the renaming 
functions p, as substitutions. The variables in VI”1 are said to have the renaming 
index r. They are denoted Xt”l, Ylrl, Z[‘l, etc. 
In the program equations, we have to associate with every goal a renaming index 
which carries enough information to insure a safe renaming of the clauses used in 
the computation for this goal. This is done by considering that the mapping [Tp] 
associated with a k-ary predicate p has an additional parameter: if i is a k-tuplq of 
terms whose variables all have a renaming index smaller than Y, then [rpn (i) 
denotes the answer sequence corresponding to the goal ?-p(S) and such that the 
variables introduced by the renaming of clauses in the evaluation of ?-p(i) have a 
renaming index greater than or equal to r (similarly for 1 B m Irl if each variable 
occurring in B has a renaming index smaller than r>. Informally, we say that the 
meaning of ?-PC?) is considered with respect to r. The variables in programs and 
initial goals are assumed lp_be in I/[‘]. So the meaning of a simple initial goal 
?-p(i) is taken to be [p] (t>, and the meaning of a compound initial goal ?- B is 
taken to be [II B JJ [‘I. 
We introduce a function sup such that sup(O) is the maximum renaming index 
of the variables occurring in the substitution 0 augmented by 1; if the substitution 
is empty, we let sup({)) = 1. For instance, 
SUP( {x VI + f( y-y ) $01 c a)) = 5. 
The meaning of a compound goal with respect to the index r 2 1 is given by 
[II&m lrl = ({}) 
~p,(i,),...,P,(i,)m[r’ 
=n,([l~f(i,) w ~~.[IIp,(i,~),...,p,,(t,,,~)m I~-$ 
where m 2 1, D = usedi ,, . . . , i,), r’ = max(r, SUP(~)), and assuming that each 
variable in the goal has an index smaller than r. In other words, to obtain the 
meaning of ?-p,(i,), . . . , p,(S,) with respect to r, the meaning of the leftmost 
atomt q,(tl)) is considered with respect to r; and, for every 4 in the sequence 
( 
[p11] r (t,>, the meaning of ?-p2(i24) , . . . , p,(i, 4) is considered with respect to 
an index r’ that is greater than the index of every variable occurring in 4 or in 
?-p2Gz4),..., p,(t‘, 4). Indeed, if 4 contains variables that have an index greater 
than or equal to r, then ?-p2(S2 ~$1,. . . , p,(i,,,~#~> may have variables with an index 
greater than or equal to r, so its meaning is taken with respect to r’ = sup(r$); and 
hence when 4 is composed with the elements of the sequence 
m ~~(5~4),..., P,c~, +)rn lr'], there is no unwanted interference between variables. 
If 4 has no variable whose index is greater than r, then the meaning of the rest of 
the goal can simply be considered with respect to r’ = r. 
Let P be a program with clauses C,, . . . , C,, and p a k-ary predicate defined in 
P. Let r 2 1 and let I be a k-tuple of terms in which each variable has a renaming 
index smaller than r. The meaning of ?-p(i) with respect to r is given by 
~~~t”(i) =_‘?:Epn”l(i) u ... u.IF;[Tpnt’l(I), 
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where 
with 8 = mgu(p(i), Aj p,). The latter equation reflects the fact that the clauses are 
renamed to index r. The meaning of ?- B, p,8 is considered with respect to r + 1, 
which ‘is greater than the renaming index of every variable occurring in 0 or in 
Bi p,8. This guarantees a safe renaming. 
3. ADDING THE CUT TO PURE PROLOG 
In Section 2, we described how one can write functional equations providing the 
meaning of pure Prolog programs. We now show that this can also be done for 
Prolog programs with cuts. The cut requires extending some operators to a 
modified domain of sequences that allows sequences to end with a special marker 
indicating the presence of a successful cut. A new operator also has to be defined 
for transforming a sequence with such a cut marker into an answer sequence. A 
related approach is adopted in the denotational semantics of [23]. 
3.1. Modified Semantic Domain and Operators 
The modified domain, denoted Sseq’, contains all the sequences of Sseq plus finite 
sequences of substitutions with a special cut marker, denoted “!,” as last element. 
In other words, 
Sseq’ = Sseq U (Subst* X [ !}) 
=Subst* u (Subst* x { I}) uSubast”u (Subst* x {!I), 
An element S of Sseq’ is still said to be proper if it does not contain I , and 
improper otherwise. So a sequence that contains “!” is both proper and finite. The 
definition of the function map is extended to Sseq’ so that 
map(f,(e,,..., en,!>) = (f(e,),...,f(e,),!>. 
Hence, the mapped-composition operator 0 and the mapped-restriction operator 
II are extended to Sseq’ accordingly. For a sequence S E Sseq’ that is neither 0, 
nor (I), nor (!>, first(S) denotes the first element of S. 
3.2. Intuition 
With respect to the append operator, the cut marker has the same effect as I . 
This is so that when a cut has succeeded in the body of a clause defining a 
predicate p, the following clauses for p are ignored. A new operator, uncut, is 
introduced to eliminate the cut marker from a sequence in (Subst* x (!}I. 
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Example 3.1. We consider the following program obtained from the program of 
Example 2.1 by adding the definition of a new predicate r. 
p(a,b). (1) 
p(bvc). (2) 
q(a)* (3) 
q(X) :-q(X). (4) 
q(b). (5) 
r(X,Y):-q(X),!,p(X,Y). (6) 
r(c,a). (7) 
GOAL. G,: ?- r(U, V). Goal G, unifies with clauses (6) and (7), so both clauses 
should contribute to the answer sequence for G,. However, since (6) contains a cut 
that succeeds, the contribution of (7) will be ignored. In the program equation, this 
is done by placing the cut marker “!” at the end of the sequence that represents 
the contribution of (6), so that appending the contribution of (7) to it has no effect. 
The contribution of (6) is determined in terms of the meaning of the goal 
?- q(U), !, p(U, V), which in turn is obtained from the first element I) of Eq](U) 
and from [Tp](U, Vh,h. The program equation for Er]CU, V) is the following. Let 
+={U+-a), and let 4={U+c,t +- a) (c$ is the contribution of (7)): 
[rrJ(u,V =uncur(IIt,,,, m4(q,!~P(wqll u (4)) 
=uncut(n(,,,,(~oITp4(a,v))u(!>u(~>) 
= ({U+a,V+b}). 
GOAL. G,: ?- r(U, V), pW, W). The use of uncut allows the semantics to faithfully 
reflect the fact that the success of a cut in the evaluation of an atomic subgoal 
(r(U,V) in G,) does not affect the evaluation of the other atoms in that goal 
(p(V, W) in G,). For instance, the answer sequence corresponding to G, is 
UIr(U,V,p(~,W)Ill =II ~U,y,w@rJ(u~~) ~4 hmww9) 
=l-I (U,v,W,({UCa,Vtblo~Pn(b,W)) 
= ({U+-a,V+b,W+c)). q 
The definition of u on the new domain Sseq’ follows. 
Definition 3.1. (append on Sseq’). S, U S, is the sequence obtained by concatenat- 
ing S, in front of S, if S, is a member of Subst*; it is just S, if S, is in 
(Subst* x (I}) u Subst” u (Sub&* x (!I>. 
The operator uncut projects Sseq’ onto Sseq by eliminating the cut marker. 
Definition 3.2. (uncut) 
i 
0 r ,..., e,> 
uncut(S) = s otherwise 
ifS=(e ,,..., e,,!> 
The operator w does not need to be extended to the domain Sseq’. The reason 
for this will become clear when we give the extended program equations in the next 
section. 
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3.3. Program Equations 
Let P be a program with clauses C,, . . . , CI, and let p be a k-at-y predicate defined 
in P. The answer sequence produced when querying the program P with the goal 
?-p(7) is given by’ 
Kp!Jl(Q = uncut(s;EPn(i) u *** ugEpn(i)), 
where T[pJ(S), for 1 I i I: 1, is the contribution of the clause Ci, which is of the 
form Ai :- Bi with Bi a list (possibly empty) of atoms and/or cuts: 
5$p]( i) = (if ( 0 = Fail) then 0 else I&;)( 8 0 1 BiO 1 )) 
with 8 = mgu(p(i), Ai). 
The answer sequence corresponding to an initial compound goal ?-B is 
.,c,t( UI B 1 ), 
where a B 1 is defined by cases below. The second and the third cases below (2 
and 3) correspond to compound goals without cut. The first case (1) concerns goals 
of the form ?-B, !, B,, where B is a list of atoms with no cut, B, is a list of atoms 
and/or cuts, and either of B and B, can be empty. In (11, let S = m B m , which can 
be obtained by (2) and (3), and when S # 0 and S z (I), let I(I =firstW. We have 
mB,l,B,m 
=(if(S=()orS=(~))thenSelseII,($~~B,@~)U(!)) 
IJMU = <(}) 
md+..~hwm 
= ~,(~~PJIQ,) w A~.mp,(i,~),...,p,(S,~)m 1  
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
where m 2 1 and D is the set of variables occurring in the goal. 
REMARK: Prolog Negation. The Prolog negation can be defined in Prolog by the 
clauses 
not(A):-A,!,faif. 
not(A). 
where A has to be instantiated to an atom. Therefore, the meaning of ?- not(p(S)) 
can be expressed as follows in terms of the meaning of ?-p(i): 
i 
if bin(i) =Oor bn(i) = (1) 
botPn(q = then [rpn(i) u <I}> 
else 0. 
4. SEMANTICS OF PROLOG 
Sections 2 and 3 describe how to associate with Prolog programs functional 
equations that are intended to characterize the meaning of the programs. In this 
’ Once again, we omit the renaming indices for ihe sake of clarity. 
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section, we prove that these equations do indeed provide a semantic characteriza- 
tion of Prolog programs. For this, we first prove that the recursive equations 
corresponding to a program are guaranteed to have a unique minimal solution. 
Then we show that this least solution indeed corresponds to the meaning of the 
program. The proofs are provided in the case of pure Prolog. 
4.1. Solving the Program Equations: Fixpoint Results 
In the equation corresponding to a pure Prolog program, 
where p is a k-ary predicate, the 
(Termk X1) -+Sseq, 
which we denote 5 We use the 
functional 9maps into itself the domain* 
fixpoint theorem on complete partial orders to 
establish the existence of a least solution to this type of equation and to character- 
ize it. For this, we define a relation on the domain of 9 that we show to be a 
complete partial order and we prove the continuity of 9. This will establish the 
applicability of the Park’s fixpoint theorem [34], which we refer to as minimization 
theorem. This theorem will be used in the proofs of termination properties of 
programs. 
Let us first define the relation 5 Sseq on Sseq, which will induce naturally an 
ordering c on 9: 
I( proper( S,) * S, = S,) 
A 
s, 5 Sseq s2 = I( 7 proper( S,) =j 3, E Sseq: ’ S, =propsub( S, ) u S, 
Forexample, (e,, _L > ~~~~~ (&,f&, 1 > ~~~~~ (0,,e2,e3,044), but both (e,,e,> 
and (e,,e,,...> are only comparable to themselves in this relation. It is easy to 
verify that c Sse9 is a partial order on Sseq. 
Proposition 4.1. (Sseq, L Sseq) is a complete partial order. 
PROOF. Sseq has a least element, which is (I), and every chain in Sseq has a least 
upper bound (lub). Let C = {S,Ji 2 01, or shortly IS,], be a chain of elements of 
Sseq. If the chain C is finite or if it becomes stable at some point, which means that 
its elements are all equal from a certain point in the chain on, then its least upper 
bound is respectively the last element of the element on which the chain becomes 
stable. If C is infinite and never becomes stable, then it must be of the form 
(0 i,...,en,, ~)~~,,,(e,,...,e,,,e,,+,,...,e,~, 0~,,,,.... 
One can verify that the least upper bound of C is the infinite sequence S, such 
that for every Si = (0,, . . . , O,,,, _L > in C, there is a sequence Sl E Sseq satisfying 
S,=propsub(S,)USI = (e ,,..., e,,,) uSi’. 17 
*JV is the set of natural numbers, domain of the renaming indices. 
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(Sseq, c Sseq ) induces a partial order c on Y= (Temtk XX) --f Sseq. Let fi and 
f2 be functions in 5 The relation E is defined by 
f1Cf2 iffVxE(TeTmkX~):fl(x)cSseqf2(X). 
The least element of (x C) is the function R = Ax.(l) mapping every element of 
the domain into (I). 
Proposition 4.2. (S; c 1 is a complete partial order. 
PROOF. By Proposition 4.1 and by construction of (X c ). 0 
In order to prove the continuity of 9, we have to show that all the operators 
involved in the definition of Fare continuous. It is straightfonvard to show that 0, 
II, and u are continuous. We give the details of the continuity proof for W in the 
Appendix. 
Proposition 4.3. The functional 9 in the program equations is continuous (and 
monotonic) on 5 
PROOF. By the continuity properties of the operators 0, II, LI, and W . 0 
Theorems 4.1 and 4.2 below characterize the least solution of the Prolog program 
equations. These results are obtained from lixpoint theorems using the continuity 
of 9C We denote by &p(9) the least lixpoint of the functional 97 
Theorem 4.1. The equation lp]<i> = F[p](t) h as a least solution, denoted Z$&Q 
which is giuen by Ifp(97 = lub((~(1R)li 2 0)). 
PROOF. By Kleene’s first recursion theorem, most commonly known as the fixpoint 
theorem [26], using the continuity of FSTProposition 4.3). 0 
The following result provides a useful tool applicable when proving properties of 
least fixpoints. 
Theorem 4.2. (minimization theorem). For any function g in X we have 
F(g) cg - &P(F) CL?. 
PROOF. By Park’s fixpoint theorem [341 and the continuity of K 0 
The previous results extend naturally to the case of Prolog programs with cuts. 
They hold over the extended domain Sseq’. Notice, however, that we did not 
extend the operator w to the domain Sseq’, since W remains used in the program 
equations exactly as in the pure case. Only U, 0, and II had to be extended to 
Sseq’. The partial order on Sseq’ is defined exactly as 5 Sseq with the predicate 
proper extended to Sseq ’ as explained previously. So, in this ordering, a sequence 
with “!” as last element is only related to itself. 
4.2. Correctness of the Semantics 
We shall now prove that our semantics of pure Prolog programs is equivalent to 
some other semantics that is very closely related to the Prolog SLD-tree semantics. 
We give two functions each mapping a goal and a program into a sequence of 
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answer substitutions: one corresponds to the semantics given by the program 
equations, the other corresponds to a depth-first traversal of the SLD-tree. Both 
functions are defined as the least fixpoint of a functional. We prove the semantic 
functions to be equivalent by proving that the two functionals are equivalent. 
Let us consider a program P and a goal G. Two answer substitutions 8, and 8, 
for P U {G} are said to be equiualent, which is denoted by 8, = 8,, if GO, and GO, 
are variants of one another, that is, GO, and GO, are equal up to the renaming of 
their free variables. Two answer sequences S, and S, for P U (G} are equiualent, 
denoted S, = S,, when their elements are equivalent, that is, when for every i, the 
answer substitution in the i-th position in S, is equivalent to the answer substitu- 
tion in the i-th position in S, (I is equivalent to itself). 
NOTATION. Throughout this section, we will separate the parameters of the seman- 
tic functions by semi-colons instead of commas to avoid confusion with the comma 
used as a separator of the elements of a list. A program is a list of clauses 
C r,. . . ,C,. If it is empty, it is denoted by nil. •! 
We reformulate the semantics given in Section 2 for a program and a goal to 
make the program an explicit parameter of the semantic functions. The renaming 
indices are also explicit in this formulation. The answer sequence corresponding to 
the goal ?- B and program P is given by 
A(?-B;P) =g?,(B;l;P), 
where F* is the least g satisfying (4) through (7). 
~(niZ;r; P) = ({}> (4) 
kY(A,B;r;P)=II 
2qA;r; P) 
vser(A,B) w A+.g( B& mux( r; sup( 4)); P) (5) 
Y(A;r;nil) = 0 (6) 
’ 
~(A;r;Cr,...,C/) = ii1 
if (6$=Fail) then () 
vsel(A)(eiiO(BiP~ei;r+ 13)) 
(7) 
with r 2 1, I2 1, each Ci being of the form Ai :- Bi, and 0, = m&A; Ai p,). The 
correspondence between this formulation of the semantics and the semantic 
equations given in Section 2 is as follows: 
~Bjj[rl=F(B;r;P) 
Epfrl(i) =Y(p(i);r; P) 
We first reformulate the above semantic equations to “pull” the II-operators 
outside of the equations. This will make the equivalence proof easier. The new 
semantic definition is given by (8) through (11). 
g’(nil;r; P) = <I}> (8) 
g’(A,B;r;P) =9’(A; r; P) W A+.35”( B+; max( r; sup( 4)); P) (9 
Y(A;r;nil) = 0 (10) 
Y(A;r;C,,...,C,) = Ll 
if ( Oi =Fuil) then () 
else Oio~‘(Biprei;r+l;P) (11) 
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with r r 1,12 1, each Ci being of the form Ai :- Bi, and Bi = m&A; Ai p,). 
According to this semantics, the answer sequence for a program P and a goal ?- B 
is given by 
A’(?-B; P) = n “set(B)(%(B;1;P)) 
where .?Y?; is the least _V’ satisfying (8) through (11). We now show that this 
semantics is equivalent to the semantics described by (4) through (7). 
Theorem 4.3. For every program P and goal ? - B with variables of renaming index less 
than r, we have 
g*(B;r;P) =nvserca,(~7;(B;r;P)). 
PROOF. It is easy to verify that the equality holds when B is empty, or when B is 
nonempty but P is empty. In the case where neither B nor P is empty, we have to 
show that the variables that are eliminated by the inner II’s in 5 are eliminated by 
the outer II applied to ZY’. This is done by using the continuity of the operator II 
and verifying that the operation IIvsercAj in (7) can actually be eliminated without 
affecting 3Y7*. 0 
The semantics corresponding to a depth-first traversal of the SLD-tree for a 
program P and a goal ?-B is given by 
A(?-B;P) =I&&%(B;P)), 
where 9* is the least solution of the functional equations (12) through (14). 
.9(nil;r; P) = ((1) (12) 
9( B; r; nil) = (> (13) 
g(A,B;r;C ,,..., C,) = u 
if Bi = Fail then () 
else 0io.9((Bip,,B)8i;r+1;P) ’ (14) 
where r 2 1,I 2 1, each Ci is of the form Ai :- Bi, and 19, = mgu(A; Ai p,). 
We want to prove that for any program P and body B, the meaning A’(?- B; P) 
agrees with the meaning Jd(?- B; P). For this, we actually prove that the 
equations defining .!Y’ can be rewritten exactly like the equations defining 8, 
thereby showing that z?Z’; and 9* are the least fixpoints of equivalent functionals. 
Let us first introduce two properties of W and a lemma that will be used in the 
equivalence proof. 
Property 4.1. For any substitution 8 E Subst, any answer sequence S E Sseq, and any 
function f in (Subst + Sseq), we have 
(ed) buf=e+wh4.f(e+)). 
PROOF. Immediate consequence of the distributivity of 0 over u (Property 2.1) 
and of the associativity of 0. q 
Property 4.2. Let S E Sseq be an answer sequence and let f, g be two functions in 
(Subst + Sseq). Then, 
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PROOF. By the right-distributivity of W over u (Property 2.1) and Property 
4.1. I7 
Lemma 4.1. For any pure Prolog bodies B, and B,, and any program P, the semantic 
function g”, which satisfies (8) through (111, satisfies the property 
Y?‘(B,;r;P) Wh4.Y”(B,+; max(r,sup(4)); P) =g’(B,,B,;r; P). 
PROOF. By induction on the number of atoms of B,. The case where B, is the 
empty body nil is immediate using (8). So is the case where B, is nonempty but P 
is nil (by (9) and (10)). Let B, be the nonempty body A, B and let P be the 
nonempty program C,, . . . , C, (12 1). Using (9) and then Property 4.2, we obtain 
S”(B,;r;P) WA~.~‘(B,~;ma.x(r;sup(~));P) 
=ZY’(A;r; P) MA*. 
~‘(B~;max(r;sup(rCr));P) 
wA~.~‘(B,~~;max(r;sap(~“~));P) 
It is easy to show that ma&r; sup(@); sup($)) r ma&r; sup($ 0 $>). Hence, we can 
use the induction hypothesis to derive 
Z’(B,;r;P)MA$.~‘(B,~;max(r;sup(~));P) 
=Y(A;r;P) WA~.~‘(B~,B,~;max(r;sup(~));P). 
This, together with (91, leads to the desired result. q 
We can now prove the desired equivalence theorem. 
Theorem 4.4. For any body B and program P, we have 
Y’&(B;r; P) =g.+(B;r; P). 
PROOF. We prove by induction on the structure of the body B that F’:, and g.+ 
are the least fixpoint of equivalent functionals, and hence are equivalent. The case 
where B is the empty body nil is straightforward (by (8) and (12)). We now 
consider B to be the nonempty body A,B’. If the program P is empty, we have 
g(A,B’;r;nil) = (> 
by (13), and by combining (9) and (101, we also obtain 
S”( A, B’; r; nil) = 0 
Let us now study the case where both body B and program P are nonempty. Let 
P be the list of clauses C,, . . . , C, where 12 1, and each clause C, is of the form 
Ai :- Bi. Combining (9) with (ll), and then using the right distributivity of W over 
u (Property 2.11, we obtain 
ZY’(A,B’;r;C ,,..., C,) 
=;1 
if (/3,=Fail) then 0 
i=i else (@,oZ?“( Bi p,f?,;r+ 1;P)) W A4.5’( B’4;max( r;sup( 4));P) 
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where 0, = m&A; Aj p,). From Property 4.1 and Lemma 4.1 follows 
F(A,B;r;C 1)“‘) C,) = Ll 
if (0, =Fail) then () 
else 8,0~‘((Bjp,,B’)8,;r+1;P) ’ 
which corresponds to (14). We have shown that B”:, and 8, are the least fixpoint 
of equivalent functionals. They are thus equivalent. q 
We have thus proved that the semantics of pure Prolog that we gave in Section 2 
is equivalent to a depth-first traversal of the Prolog SLD-tree, which constitutes a 
very natural operational semantics. This proof does not extend directly to Prolog 
programs with cuts. For Prolog with cut, we would need a more sophisticated 
operational semantics. We do not go into the details of such a proof as it is beyond 
the purpose of this paper, and could amost constitute the body of a paper by itself. 
Instead, we refer the reader to [16] for such an equivalence proof of a denotational 
semantics similar to ours with a labeled-transition operational semantics. In [17], 
Debray and Mishra also provide such a proof, but their denotational semantics is 
not as closely related to ours as de Vink’s. See Section 6 for further discussion of 
related work on the semantics of Prolog. 
5. PROVING TERMINATION PROPERTIES OF PROLOG PROGRAMS 
Our method for proving properties of Prolog programs relies on the semantics that 
we gave in the previous sections. This semantics captures all the information that is 
necessary to reason about Prolog computations. The problem now is to find a way 
of exploiting this information for proving the termination or the nontermination of 
the computations. 
Cartwright and McCarthy [ll, 12, 13, 301 proposed a first-order framework in 
which one can prove the termination or the nontermination of functional pro- 
grams. Their method consists in reasoning with the function definitions using either 
structural induction or the minimization theorem. Our semantics of Prolog allows 
us to propose a similar framework for reasoning about the termination of Prolog 
programs. Indeed, our semantics views programs as functions mapping goals to 
sequences of answer substitutions, and its formulation is such that the function 
associated with a program is defined by recursive equations (just as if it were a 
functional program). 
The framework thus consists of a first-order theory capturing the domains that 
intervene in describing Prolog computations. It includes appropriate axiomatiza- 
tions of Prolog terms, of substitutions with the unification operation, of sequences 
of answer substitutions with the append and join operations, etc. The actual tools 
necessary to carry out proofs, namely structural induction (induction over Prolog 
terms) and minimization, are introduced as axiom schemata in the theory. Then, in 
order to reason about a specific program, the semantic equations of this program 
get introduced as additional axioms in the theory. 
The great asset of our method for proving termination and nontermination 
properties for Prolog programs is that it involves only first-order properties and can 
thus take advantage of existing first-order theorem-proving techniques. Indeed, 
once the appropriate axioms are provided, proving a program property boils down 
to deducing a theorem within this first-order theory. 
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5.1. The Framework 
Let us sketch the theory that would need to be axiomatized in order to fully 
automate our method for proving termination or nontermination of Prolog pro- 
grams. This theory must formalize the various domains that need to be manipu- 
lated in the proofs. More specifically, the theory encompasses 
l An axiomatization of Prolog terms (both general terms and lists) including a 
well-founded induction axiom schema over terms; 
l An axiomatization of substitutions with the operations of composition of 
substitutions, of unification of Prolog terms, etc.; 
l An axiomatization of answer sequences, with the append and join operations, 
etc. 
Such axioms specify a number of predicates that characterize the Prolog terms, the 
substitutions, and the answer sequences as well as the necessary operations on 
them. Manna and Waldinger [29] provide such first-order axioms for terms, 
substitutions, and sequences that can be used in our framework. 
Finally, in order to prove properties of a given program, the theory is extended 
with 
. the (first-order) semantic equations corresponding to the program of interest, 
as described in the previous sections: 
. the minimization schema: 
The latter guarantees that one deals with the least solutions of the semantic 
equations. 
The theory described above provides the necessary tools for proving partial 
correctness properties, termination properties but also nontermination properties. 
When a program universally terminates, that is, generates a finite number of 
answers and then fails, structural induction on Prolog terms is sufficient to prove 
its termination. Indeed, in such a case, the semantic equations for the program 
have only one hxpoint and thus the minimization schema is not necessary. When a 
program loops, however, the semantic equations may have more than one solution 
and the minimization schema is necessary to ensure that one proves properties of 
their least solution. 
Notice that the minimization schema that we introduce in our theory is the 
first-order translation of a theorem that Park first proposed under the name of 
firpoint induction [34]. It is not to be confused with the better known fixpoint 
induction theorem, due to Scott and described in [15, 321, which is really an 
induction principle over the level of recursion. Due to the nature of its induction, 
this latter theorem does not allow one to prove the termination of a program, but 
rather it is useful in proving, for instance, the equivalence of two programs, as is 
done in [17]. On the contrary, Park’s flxpoint theorem and structural induction 
allow one to establish termination and nontermination properties of programs. 
Moreover, Park’s theorem is easily translatable into a first-order schema whereas 
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Scott’s theorem requires to verify that the property to be proved is admissible or 
chain-complete, a condition which is not easily formalized into first-order logic [22, 
351. For further detail on the various induction tools, the reader is referred to, e.g., 
Chapter 5 of [27]. 
Since the proof method simply consists in deducing theorems from first-order 
axioms, it can exploit the known techniques of theorem proving [6, 7, 381. It is thus 
possible to feed a classical theorem prover with the theory described above and 
have it establish the desired property. As in ordinary theorem proving, the major 
limitation lies in the size and the complexity of the procedure for discovering the 
proofs. Alternatively, the proofs could be verified by a proof checker such as EKL 
[24, 251. 
5.2. Examples 
We next give a number of examples of proofs of program properties. For the sake 
of clarity and simplicity, these proofs are presented informally rather than in their 
fully formal and automatizable form. They should give the reader a good feel for 
the method. 
Example 5.1 illustrates the use of structural induction to establish a property of 
a program for computing the permutations of a list, including its termination. 
Example 5.1. We consider the following permutation program. 
d(A[AIX],X). (1) 
d(A,[BIX],[BIY]):-d(A,X,Y). (2) 
P(L [I)* (3) 
p(X,[AIY]):-d(A,X,Z),P(Z,Y). (4) 
Declaratively, d(t,, t,, t3) is intended to succeed when t, and t, are lists and t, is 
obtained from t, by “deleting” an occurrence of t,. p(t,, t,) is intended to succeed 
when t, and t, are lists and one is a permutation of the other. 
We consider the following goal G 
in which u,,...,u~ are terms and V is a variable. We shall prove that the 
computation for goals such as G terminates and more specifically, generates k! 
answer substitutions. Proving that these answer substitutions assign to V permuta- 
tions of [u 1,. . . , uk] would be slightly longer but would not involve any particular 
difficulty. In the computation for G, when clause (4) is used, d is invoked with 
goals of the form ?- d(U, [I+, . . . , I+], W). We shall first prove the following prop- 
erty of d. 
Property 5.1. The goal 
?-d(K[u,,...,y],W) 
yields a finite and proper answer sequence with exactly 1 answer substitutions each 
containing a replacement pair of the form W + [vi,. . . , u,‘_ ,I where [vi,. . . , II,‘_, 1 is 
a sublist of [u ,,..., u,] of length I - 1. 
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PROOF. By induction on the length of the list [u,, . . . , u,]. 
1. When the list [u,, . . . , u,] is empty, the answer sequence produced when 
querying the program with the goal ?- d(U, [II,, . . . , u,], WI is simply 
Un(~,[l,~) = 0. 
The desired result holds trivially. 
2. When 1> 0, we have 
=({U+~,,W+, ,..., q]}>un,(e~[rd4(A,[u, >..., u,lJ)) 
with 13 = {U + A, B + I+, X + [u,, . . . , u,], W + [u,IY]}, and D = 
uset(U, [Ul) . . . ) q], W). The first element of this sequence is a substitution 
assigning to W the list [uz, . . . , I+] which is indeed a sublist of [u,,...,u,] of 
length I- 1. The recursive call to d is of the same type as the initial goal, 
with new variables and with the second argument being a list with one fewer 
element than in the initial goal. Hence, we can use the induction hypothesis.” 
By the induction hypothesis, [rflD(A,[~~, . .. ,ur],Y> is a finite and proper 
sequence with I - 1 answer substitutions, each assigning to Y a sublist of 
[uz,..., I+] of length 1 - 2. Therefore, the composition of the substitution 8, 
which contains the replacement pair We [u,lY], with each element of 
UILUU,, . . * 9 u,], Y) produces a sequence of 1 - 1 answer substitutions each 
assigning to W a sublist of [II,, . . . , ql of length 1 - 1. And the desired result 
holds. q 
We now prove the desired property. 
Property 5.2. The goal 
?-P([~,Y..,~,l,q 
produces a finite and proper answer sequence of length k!. 
PROOF. By induction on the length of the list [u,, . . . , uk I, and using the above 
property of d. 
1. When k = 0, we have 
= <{V+ [I}> I- n,,,(e+fll(~,[l,z) ~&b.lrPll(Z.Y)~)) 
with 6=(X+-[l,V+[AIY]I. By Property 1, K&XA,U,Z)= 0. SO, IIpMl,V) 
= ({V c [I}), and the desired result holds. 
3 Goals that are equal up to renaming of their free variables correspond to answer sequences which 
are equal in the same way, and we do not distinguish them. This property is used in most proofs, and it 
could actually be expressed by an additional axiom schema in a formal system. 
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2. When k > 0, we have 
rrPll([U ,,..., Uk],V) = n, 
i 1 e O Ml(~,[u,,...,u,],Z) ww_rPll(m-)~ ii 
with 8= IX+- [U ,,..., u,l,V+ [AIYI) and D = uset([u, ,..., u,l,V). By 
qroperty 5.1, we know that 
lMll(A[~I,...,~J~Z) =(ccI*~...~tcrk), 
where each I,!I~ assigns to Z a sublist of [u,, . . . , uk] of length k - 1. There- 
fore, 
[rpn([u,,...,u,l,V)=n, o” i; ($C+n(Zti;,Y)) 9 
i I 
where each [TpJ(ZtCl,,Y) is of the same form as ~P~([u,,...,u,l,V), 
except that ZI,!J~ is a sublist of [u,, . . . , uk ] of length k - 1 (and V has been 
renamed to Y). Therefore, by the induction hypothesis, each [Tp](Z&, Y) 
is a finite and proper sequence of (k - l)! substitutions. The desired result 
follows. 0 
Example 5.2 illustrates an application of the minimization theorem to prove that 
a program generates an infinite number of answer substitutions for a given type of 
goal. 
Example 5.2. We consider the following program defining the predicate geq 
(greater-or-equal). 
geq(X,X). 
geq(s(X),Y) :-geq(X,Y). 
We are particularly interested in goals such as 
?-geq(U, si( a)), 
where U is a variable, a is a constant, and i 2 0. We shall prove the following 
property. 
Property 5.3. The goal ?- geq@J, s’(a)) yields an infinite sequence of answer substitu- 
tions successively binding U to Sk(a) for k = i, i + 1, i + 2,. . . 
PROOF. This proof uses the minimization theorem (Theorem 4.2). The equation for 
this type of goal is as follows: 
Kgeqll( u, si( a)) 
= ({U+?(a)}) u n,,,((LTts(X),Ytsi(a)}o[rgeqn(X,s’(a))). 
The function that maps the goal ?- geq(U, s’(a)) to the sequence 
S= ({U+si(a)},(U+-si+‘(a)},(U+s’+2(a)},...) 
(and hence, maps the goal ?- geq(X, s’(a)) to the corresponding variant of S) is a 
solution to this equation. Therefore, by minimization, we have: 
[rgeqIII(u, s’(a)) 5 sse4 s. 
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If EgeqjjW, s’(a)) is strictly smaller than S in the partial order on Sseq, there must 
exist an m such that 
[Ilgeqll(U,s’(a)) = <{U~~~(a)},...,(U~s’+“(a)], I > 
but this is not a solution to the equation for [rgeq](U, s’(u)). Therefore, 
[geqJ(U, si( u)) = S. 0 
The next example shows a program which for certain types of goals loops after 
generating a finite number of answer substitutions. 
Example 5.3. We consider the following program: 
q(a,a). 
q(f(G.+ 
q(f(X)J(Y)) :-4(f(f(X))J). 
Property 5.4. Let U, V be variables. 
l For goals of the form 
?-q(f+r)J) 
with i > 1, the program loops without generating any answer substitution. 
l For a goal such as 
?-9(f(a)J$ 
the program loops after generating the answer substitution {V + a). 
PROOF. The answer sequence corresponding to the goal 
?-q(f’(a)J), 
where i > 1, is given by 
Ml(fi<~>,u) =~,,,({x~fi-‘(~>,u~f(Y>)“aqn(fi+’(~),y)). 
The least sequence (I) is a solution of this equation. So, by the minimization 
theorem, we have 
~d(fw,q &Sseq (0. 
And hence, 
~qn(fi(u),u) = (0 
for every i > 1. We use this result to obtain the answer sequence corresponding to 
the goal ?- q(f(u), VI. It is given by 
[rqn(fwv) =(~vc~})un,,,(Ixc~,vcf(y)} ouxom~~w~) 
=({V+u},l>. 0 
6. CONCLUSION AND RELATED WORK 
This paper has described a novel method for proving termination and nontermina- 
tion properties of Prolog programs possibly with cuts. Quite naturally, this method 
is based on a semantics of the concerned programs. This semantics views programs 
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as functions but differs from real denotational semantics in that it does not capture 
the clauses of the program within an environment parameter. 
But most importantly, this method is characterized by the fact that it is able to 
handle termination and even nontermination within a first-order framework and 
thus opens up the possibility of exploiting known automatic theorem proving 
techniques and tools. Notice also that, by using Park’s fixpoint theorem instead of 
the more common Scott’s fixpoint induction rule, the method is able to handle 
termination of the programs and avoids the difficulties related to the first-order 
formulation of the admissibility condition of Scott’s rule. 
ABOUT THE METHOD 
Our approach to proving properties of Prolog programs is related to work by 
Cartwright and McCarthy on the verification of pure Lisp-style recursive programs 
[ll, 12, 13, 301. There, recursive programs are functions on domains extended with 
I . To each program is associated a functional equation whose least solution 
denotes the meaning of the program. Given the inherently functional nature of 
pure Lisp programs, the correspondence between programs and functional equa- 
tions is quite straightforward, which is not the case for Prolog. The program 
equations can be taken as axioms in a first-order theory together with a minimiza- 
tion schema, and the proofs can be carried out in the theory using structural 
induction or the minimization schema (see also [31]). Cartwright and McCarthy 
noticed that their method suffers from Gijdelian incompleteness due to the 
absence of complete axiomatization of the data domains. They also showed that no 
further incompleteness is introduced by the axiomatizations of the programs. In 
other words, the degree of undecidability of the method is no harder than that of 
Peano arithmetic. 
Similarly, our method for proving properties of Prolog programs suffers from 
Godelian incompleteness. The operations of Peano arithmetic can be encoded with 
our operations on sequences. For reasons similar to those invoked by Cartwright 
and McCarthy, our method is not any harder than Peano arithmetic. Notice that 
this would probably not be the case if the method required quantification over the 
answer sequences. 
ABOUT THE SEMANTICS 
Our method for proving properties of Prolog programs is based on a functional 
semantics of Prolog. The semantics of logic programs has been studied from 
various perspectives. Let us mention some of the semantics which, by reflecting 
Prolog’s leftmost-depthfirst control, are most closely related to ours. In these 
semantics, as in ours, a Prolog program and a goal are viewed as producing a 
(possibly infinite) sequence of answer substitutions. 
In [23], Jones and Mycroft develop an operational and a denotational semantics 
for pure Prolog. The developments proceed by stepwise refinement starting from 
the SLD-refutation procedure. Jones and Mycroft’s motivation for providing a 
formal operational semantics for Prolog is its potential use for deriving correct 
Prolog compilers. Both semantics are extended to handle the cut. The denotational 
treatment of the cut is direct: the cut is modeled by a special token in the 
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sequences. Jones and Mycroft’s denotational semantics is the semantics that is 
closest to ours. However, unlike ours, it is not geared to the proof of program 
properties. We designed our semantics with the goal of proving termination 
properties of programs rather than giving a purely denotational semantics. 
Fitting informally shows in [19] that it is possible to associate with a Prolog 
program a mapping whose least-fixpoint denotes the meaning of the program, 
somewhat like in the lixpoint semantics of Horn clause logic programming of [39]. 
However, the semantic domain he proposes is a domain of sequences which does 
not allow to distinguish between a computation that goes into a loop after 
generating a finite number of answers and one that directly goes into a loop 
without ever producing any output. Such an approach corresponds to considering 
termination to be universal termination. 
Debray and Mishra provide in [17] denotational and operational semantics for 
pure Prolog and for Prolog with cut. Their denotational semantics for pure Prolog 
is direct, whereas their treatment of the cut uses continuations. The operational 
and the denotational semantics are proved to be equivalent. The denotational 
semantics is used to prove the correctness of optimizing program transformation 
schemes. Notice, however, that their use of Scott’s Iixpoint induction theorem 
restricts them to such properties of program transformations and does not allow 
them to prove termination properties. 
With the aim of assisting the standardization of Prolog, North proposes an 
executable denotational definition of the full Prolog language [33]. This definition 
is a continuation-style semantics: the backtracking information is handled by 
continuations, in contrast with the semantics of [23] and [17] in which the back- 
tracking is modeled directly. 
More recently, de Vink proposed both an operational and a denotational 
semantics of Prolog with cut and proved their equivalence [16]. In this paper, he 
proceeds by first considering an abstract language embodying exclusively the 
control component, not the logic component, of Prolog with cut. He then gives a 
direct denotational semantics and a labeled-transition operational semantics for 
this abstract language and proves their equivalence. The semantics are then refined 
to incorporate the logic component of Prolog with cut. 
Many other formal operational semantics of Prolog have been proposed using 
various tools, such as priority rewrite systems, that is, rewrite systems with a partial 
ordering on the set of rules [5], Horn clause logic programming [lSl, and the 
Vienna Definition Language [4]. 
In a different context, Broy’s work [lo] on the semantics of concurrent and 
communicating systems represented by nondeterministic equations on functions 
and streams defines a domain of streams that is similar to our domain of answer 
sequences. 
ABOUT TERMINATION 
Francez et al. [20] also proposed a proof system for termination properties of 
Prolog programs. However, the techniques and the scope of their method are quite 
different from ours. Indeed, their paper describes a proof system for the existential 
termination of a subset of pure Prolog. Their main idea is to devise proof rules 
based on extensions of the well-founded set method previously used for proving the 
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termination of nondeterministic or concurrent programs with respect to certain 
kinds of executions (e.g., fair executions). Indeed, Prolog programs can be viewed 
as iterative nondeterministic programs executed with backtracking. The paper 
presents two kinds of rules for proving existential termination. The first kind relies 
on the SLD-tree semantics and treats the program as a global unit, whereas the 
second is based on stream semantics and is compositional. The proofs involve the 
discovery of appropriate parameterized invariants. The stream-based rules appear 
to have the potential for dealing with other kinds of termination properties than 
existential termination, but the paper does not elaborate on this. The method 
applies to a restriction of Prolog where all the terms are integers or variables, and 
numeric terms are evaluated before unification. Therefore, the treatment of 
arbitrary terms, free variables and substitutions is avoided. The treatment of the 
cut is not addressed. 
More recently, Apt and Pedreschi 121 proposed a method for proving the 
universal termination of pure Prolog programs for some types of goals. The method 
is derived from a characterization of left-terminating logic programs, that is, pure 
Prolog programs that universally terminate for all ground goals, using techniques 
of well-founded multiset ordering. The method exclusively concerns universal 
termination and does not handle extralogical features. 
For the sake of completeness, let us mention that there have also been attempts 
to deal with the looping problem in logic programming by using static analysis of 
programs and run-time detection methods [8,9, 36,401. However, these approaches 
do not provide a general solution to the problem. A comparative study of various 
loop-detection mechanisms can be found in [l]. 
APPENDIX: 
Continuity of the Join Operator 
Proposition 1. The join operator, W : (Sseq X ((Subst XN) + Sseq)) + Sseq, is con- 
tinuous. 
PROOF. 
1. Continuity with respect o the left parameter. The proof of the monotonicity of W 
in its left parameter is straightforward. We also have to prove that for every chain 
U,l, 
lub{S, Wf} =Zub{&} wf. 
The cases where the chain is finite or becomes stable at some point are straightfor- 
ward. The interesting case is when the chain is infinite and keeps increasing, and 
thus all its elements are improper sequences. The least upper bound is then an 
infinite sequence 
s, = (8,) 8,). . . > 
such that for every i, there is a sequence Si E Sseq satisfying 
S, =propsub( Si) LJ S;. 
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Let si= (e,,... , O,,,  I >, and let g be defined by g( 8) = 8 0 f< 8 1, for any substitu- 
tion 8. We have 
lub{ Si Wf} = luh(g( e,) U **. ug( en,) U (I)} 
and 
(a) Let j be the least index such that g(8,) is either infinite or improper, 
assuming such an index exists. Then on the one hand, 
sX wf=g(e,) u ... ug(e,) 
and on the other hand, the chain {Si Wf) becomes stable at some point on 
the element g(O,> u -.a ug(e,), which can be shown to be its least upper 
bound. 
(b) Suppose that every g(@) is a finite and proper sequence. Then, 
s, wf=g(e,) ug(e,) u -... 
Each Si Wf is of the form g(e,) U ... Ug(O,,) U (I) and is therefore an 
improper sequence, so the chain {S, WS} keeps increasing. It is easy to verify 
that S, Wf is indeed an upper bound of the chain {S; Wf} and in fact the 
least one. 
2. Continuity with respect o the right parameter 
l Let us begin by proving the monotonicity condition: 
f,Gf2*SWfiCSWf?. 
When S is a finite sequence (proper or not), the result is obvious by the 
monotonicity of 0 and U . Let S be an infinite sequence ( O,, 8,, . . . > and for 
x = 1,2, let g, be defined by g,( 01 = 0 0 f,(O), for any substitution 0. We 
thus have for x = 1,2, 
Let us assume that f1 off, which by the monotonicity of 0 means that 
g, cg2. 
(a) Let j be the least index such that g,<O,> is either infinite or improper, 
assuming such an index exists. Then for every 1 such that I <j, g,(O,) and 
g2(01) are finite and proper sequences which must be equal since g, [zg,. 
Also, 
S Wfl =g,( 4) U a** ugl(ej)- 
If g,(ej) is infinite, then g,(Oj) =g2(Oj) which yields the desired result. If 
g,(O,> is improper, then the desired result is also immediate. 
(b) If for every i r 0 the sequence g,(O,> is finite and proper, then g,(C$) = 
g2(Oi> and S Wfi = S Wf2. 
l Let us now prove that for every chain {fi), 
lub{ S Wfi} = S w lub{ fi} . 
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If S is a finite sequence (proper or not), the result is straightforward using 
the continuity of 0 and LI, and the right-distributivity of TV over LI 
(Property 2.1). Let us consider the case where S is an infinite sequence 
<e,,e,,... ) and let gi be defined by gi( 0) = 8 0 h(0), for any substitution 8 
and i 2 0. Thus, for any substitution 8, 
eohb(fi)(e> =hb(e~fi(e)} =hb(g,(e)}. 
So the statement we have to prove can be reformulated as 
l~b{g,( e,) ug,( e,) u -} = hb{g,( e,)} u hb(g,( e,)} u - . 
In the following, we will refer to the left-hand side of this equality as LHS, to 
the right-hand side as RHS, and to the chain {gi(O,) Ug,(&) U a** 1 as 
C = (CJ. 
(a> 
(bl 
Let j be the least index (assuming it exists) such that lUb{gi(ej)) is infinite 
or improper. Then, 
RHS = 124b(gj( e,)} U .** U hb{gi( ej)} 
=hb{g,(e,) u - ug,(e,)), 
by continuity of U. Since lub{gj<8j)) is infinite or improper, gi(Bj) is 
improper for every i and therefore, 
LHs=ld(g,(e,) u ... ug,(e,)} =zws. 
Let us assume that for every j, lub{gi<tYjN is a finite and proper sequence. 
This means that each chain (gi(Bj)) becomes stable at some index kj, and 
hence, 
Moreover, all the elements of the chain {g,(0,)1 with an index lower than 
kj are improper; in other words, for every n such that IZ < kj, the 
sequence g,(ej) is improper. Thus, ci =gJe,) U **a Ugi<em) for some m 
when i < k,. If there exists an index k such that k > kj for every j, then 
the chain C becomes stable at index k on a sequence which is the result 
of appending an infinite number of finite sequences, that is, 
gk(4) t-430,) u ..a =gk,(el) ugk2(eZ) u -1. =LHS. 
If there is no finite index k greater than all the kj, then C keeps 
increasing and all the ci are improper sequences. In both cases, we can 
show that g,Je,) ugk,(eZ) u a-- = lubIc,). 0 
I am grateful to Martin Abadi, Jean-Louis Lassez, Michael Maher, Zohar Manna, Carolyn Talcott, 
Allen Van Gelder, Richard Waldinger and Pierre Wolper for providing comments on preliminary 
versions of this paper and/or for helpful discussions. 
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